Chapter 3: The Homosexual War Against the American
Church
Subversion of the Church
That homosexual activists have developed sophisticated tactics for politically neutralizing
Christians is a fact lost on most of the church. Indeed, few Christians are even aware that the implicit
goal of the “gay” movement is the replacement of our society’s Judeo-Christian sexual ethic (i.e.
marriage and the natural family) with an anything-goes sexual morality -- or that homosexual political
activism has been the main driving force behind the anti-family movement (including the abortion
and porn industries) since before in-the-closet “gay” activist Alfred Kinsey launched the sexual
revolution in America in 1948.
As simplistic as it may sound, the culture war in America is, at its core, a battle between
Christians and homosexuals. It is a winner-take-all fight to determine whose presuppositions about
sexual morality will form the foundation of all of our laws and policies. Frankly, the homosexuals
have been winning this fight for many decades because the church has been asleep. Church leaders
must educate themselves about the homosexual strategy to control or discredit the church and the
extent to which it has already succeeded.
In 1987, two homosexual political strategists, Marshall K. Kirk & Erastes Pill, published a
now infamous article in Guide Magazine under the title, “The Overhauling of Straight America” (see
Section Four for more quotations from this article). In it they summarized their strategy.
While public opinion is one primary source of mainstream values, religious authority is the other. When conservative churches condemn gays, there are only two
things we can do to confound the homophobia of true believers. First, we can use
talk to muddy the moral waters. This means publicizing support for gays by more
moderate churches, raising theological objections of our own about conservative
interpretations of biblical teachings, and exposing hatred and inconsistency. Second,
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we can undermine the moral authority of homophobic churches by portraying them
as antiquated backwaters, badly out of step with the times and with the latest findings of psychology. Against the mighty pull of institutional Religion one must set the
mightier draw of Science and Public Opinion (the shield and word of that accursed
“secular humanism”). Such an unholy alliance has worked well against churches before, on such topics as divorce and abortion. With enough open talk about the prevalence and acceptability of homosexuality, that alliance can work again here.
Since the publication of “The Overhauling of Straight America,” the “gay” movement has
enjoyed success in the religious sphere far beyond what its writers envisioned. The following are just
a few examples of their victories in the past few of years:
The California Council of Churches, representing 21 member denominations, elected
as its president the “Reverend” Gwynne Guibord, an open Lesbian (“Homosexual
denomination’s exec elected president of Calif. church council,” Baptist Press, February 13,
2001).
In Dallas, Texas, a $35 million dollar “church” facility, called the Cathedral of Hope,
was dedicated as the world’s “gay and lesbian mecca:” a symbol of “gay Christianity” equivalent in the eyes of its creators to Vatican City for Catholics and Salt Lake City for Mormons
(Wikipedia).
The “Reverend” Troy Perry, founder of the 300- “church” -strong homosexual
denomination called the Metropolitan Community Church, was appointed to the Board of
Trustees of Chicago Theological Seminary and invited to lead Chapel Service at Yale Divinity
School (Metropolitan Community Church news release, August 1, 2002).
Soulforce, the “gay Christian” pressure group, now with chapters in many states,
gained national publicity for its campaign against “spiritual violence” (i.e. failure to affirm
homosexuality as normal) by physically invading the Southern Baptist Convention on June 11,
2002. Anti-Baptist “civil disobedience” tactics have continued, including a March 26, 2007
incident in which a dozen homosexual activists were arrested for staging a sit-in at the office
of Albert Mohler, President of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
(equalityridewhosoever. blogspot.com, March 27, 2007).
In 2008, the Bishops of the Episcopal Church in California actively campaigned against
Proposition 8, which defined marriage as only between one man and one woman in the
California constitution (“Episcopal bishops join effort against Prop. 8,” One News Now,
September 10, 2008).
What these examples reveal is that the homosexual movement is now using several different
tactics to defeat the church. The first is pitting “liberal” churches against Biblically conservative ones
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in an effort to divide and conquer. The second is direct competition with the church for moral
authority in the culture through the legitimization of “gay” congregations which preach an alternative
“gay” theology. The third tactic, not prescribed in Kirk and Pill’s blueprint, is the covert infiltration
of conservative churches by “gay” activist saboteurs and change-agents.
Church Neutralization Tactic #1: Divide and Conquer
The “Gay Christian” arm of the homosexual political movement was started in 1968 by a
former Pentecostal minister named Troy Perry. Perry founded the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches (UFMCC) in that year.
Perry’s organization would eventually spawn the stand-alone “gay” religious community we
recognize today, but at first it served more as a staging ground for introducing pro-homosexual
doctrine into “mainline” Christian denominations. “By 1980,” writes author Joe Dallas, “...Gay
caucuses flourished in [some] traditional churches, while...independent gay churches continued their
expansion.” Dallas, a former homosexual and erstwhile member of the Metropolitan Community
Church (MCC), has written one of the most important books in print on this topic. In A Strong
Delusion: Confronting the “Gay Christian” Movement, he describes how the first barriers to “gay theology”
were overcome by Perry and his followers.
Armed with a stronger theological base, the gay Christian movement sought to
mainstream itself within the larger Christian community....On September 9, 1981,
the UFMCC applied for membership in the ecumenical National Council of Churches of Christ USA. The amount of controversy raised by a pro-gay denomination
joining the NCC can be measured by the NCC’s public response upon hearing,
through the media, of the UFMCC’s intentions. Before the UFMCC even filed, the
NCC sent them word, also via the media, that any attempt to join their organization
would be “impertinent foolishness.”
Undeterred, the UFMCC officially submitted its application, [strategically characterizing] their alignment with other denominations as “part of the healing process.”
....For two years, representatives of the Metropolitan Community Church participated in extended discussions with the NCC...and...even conducted an ecumenical
service for NCC members in the spring of 1983. [Nevertheless, that Fall NCC] decided to table indefinitely, any further plans to accept the UFMCC into membership.
Here is a lesson to the church, for while others might have given up, the homosexual activists
did not. Characteristically, they relentlessly pressured the NCC to accommodate them and eventually prevailed. As noted above, an open lesbian came to preside over one of its largest state chapters,
and the “gay” cause (i.e. opposing the Bible-believing church), has become a political priority of the
organization. Meanwhile, it is now conservative churches who are being challenged to join “the
healing process.”
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The PFLAG Phenomenon
The homosexuals’ key to success is psychological manipulation, which is why they succeeded
first with the “liberal” churches. Only a knowledge of and strong commitment to scriptural truth can
protect a believer from the manipulation that takes place in “the healing process.” As Perry himself
acknowledged, “I knew I would have few if any problems with the so-called liberal churches. Liberal
churches do not usually deeply involve themselves with Scripture” (Dallas, A Strong Delusion, 1996,
p.82).
Here lies the greatest danger to the conservative churches, because Perry’s observation about
liberal churches in general is also true of many “conservative” Christians individually. Far too many
“conservative” Christians do not deeply involve themselves with Scripture, especially passages that
address uncomfortable topics such as divorce and homosexuality. Why would they, when these
topics are seldom if ever addressed by their pastors? (The phenomenon of “seeker sensitivity” -- i.e.
the deliberate avoidance of socially controversial doctrine in growth-oriented congregations -deserves much blame here.) Lack of Biblical knowledge has created a favorable climate for prohomosexual activism in the church. Homosexual defenders are even now winning the hearts and
minds of the more nominal members of “Bible-believing” denominations.
In the privacy of their ministerial associations or board rooms, today’s conservative pastors
probably dismiss any such pro-homosexual efforts as “impertinent foolishness,” but in the end, their
smugness will turn to embarrassment if they underestimate their adversary.
An incident at the Baptist William Jewell College in Nashville, Tennessee, is instructive. A
December 11, 2002 article in the Baptist Press highlighted a debate in the student senate about
whether to add “sexual orientation” to the school’s student bill of rights. In response, Department
of Psychology Chairperson Patricia Schoenrade went public with a warning that she had witnessed a
trend toward affirmation of the homosexuality lifestyle at the school. An outspoken advocate of “gay
rights” until accepting Christ in 1998, Schoenrade showed the courage of the converted in speaking
out against the pro-“gay” trend at William Jewell. According to her, other faculty at this supposedly
conservative institution in the heart of the Bible Belt were afraid to confront the problem for fear of
being judged intolerant.
Importantly, the process of converting “conservative” Christians to a pro-homosexual mindset is not blatant, but very subtle. Consider, for example, the tactical accusation by “gay” activists that
Christians hate them.
The less confident of the truth of God’s word a Christian is, the more easily he or she will be
manipulated by being called a hateful (or intolerant) person. Biblically-grounded Christians know
that true love never condones sin. Even Jesus’ most generous acts of mercy are always tempered with
an admonition to “go and sin no more” (John 5:14, 8:1-11). Yet those who are weak in faith or
knowledge can be led to believe that compassion for homosexuals requires acceptance of homosexuality. Even worse, some can be persuaded that God created homosexuality and that it is a positive
good to be celebrated, and not a challenge to be overcome.
Manipulation of nominal Christians in this way is the stock in trade of a group called Parents
and Friends of Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG). PFLAG purports to be a support group for relatives of
homosexuals, but in reality it is another political arm of the “gay” movement. Its membership is made
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up primarily of two types of people, 1) politically sophisticated homosexual activists, and 2) naive
parents and other close relatives of homosexuals, who through guilt and coercion have been induced
to support the homosexual agenda. The arm-twisting tactics most often used by their “gay” activist
relatives often takes this form: “If you really loved me, you’d accept me as I am and not try to change
me.”
Importantly, acceptance in this context does not mean love for the homosexual struggler, but
full endorsement of the “gay” person’s decision to embrace a dangerous lifestyle defined by voluntary
behavior. Already deeply troubled by the thought that their own parenting mistakes might have
caused their children’s homosexual problem, PFLAG parents are anxious to appease and prone to
overcompensate. By joining PFLAG, they not only assuage their parental guilt, they avoid being
called haters. Indeed, instead of being targets of name-calling, these parents receive praise by the
“gay” movement and its allies for being models of “genuine Christian compassion.” This attitude of
acceptance without discernment has been called “Nicer than Jesus” Christianity.
The PFLAG phenomenon extends far beyond the membership of the group itself. Many
church fellowships and even whole denominations have been emotionally manipulated to reject
Biblical truth in favor of the PFLAG position.
Within a denomination the transition usually occurs church-by-church in stages. A church
congregation will transition from nominally Bible-believing to pro-gay by first becoming a
“welcoming” congregation, in which open homosexuals are welcomed to join in worship even though
the church continues to define homosexuality as sin. Almost inevitably the congregation yields to
pressure and changes its status to an “affirming” one, in which homosexuality is deemed morally
neutral or a positive good. The following, quoted from a regional Episcopalian newsletter, reveals
this move away from Scripture:
In June, all parishes received a diocesan letter inquiring as to which parishes wished
to be listed in an intra-diocesan directory of parishes that welcome and affirm lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered (LGBT) Christians. After receiving input from
parishioners at two parish meetings and prayerfully considering the matter at four
vestry meetings. . .we stated that we could not reach a consensus with respect to
“affirming.” Some parishioners were prepared to include this term in our response,
but for others, their understanding of the term “affirming” was in conflict with their
views of God’s teaching as manifested in scripture. However, we made it clear that
ours is a parish that welcomes, values and supports all of God’s children. . .Given
the strong feelings that were stirred by this matter, the vestry formed a committee
to continue the dialogue.
Several denominations have been specifically targeted by the “gays” with varying success. In
the Episcopal church, certain “progressive” bishops have been ordaining homosexuals as ministers
since as early as 1977, a number of such clergy having signed a statement in 1994 declaring
homosexuality and heterosexuality to be “morally neutral” (Ibid., p.19). Openly homosexual and
pro-homosexual contingents have been active nearly as long in the Presbyterian USA, United
Methodist, Lutheran (ELCA, not Missouri Synod), American Baptist, United Church of Christ, and
Congregational denominations.
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Rhetoric from the pro-homosexual activists is nearly always couched in terms of victims and
oppressors. Too often, however, these defenders of homosexuality have not acted as victims’
advocates, but as radical self-indulgent militants. At a May 5, 2000 Methodist convention, for
example, hundreds of Methodist clergy pledged to disobey the just-reaffirmed policy against ordaining homosexuals, and two Bishops were arrested as part of a human blockade organized for the
purpose of closing down the convention (“Anti-gay votes split Methodist conclave,” Sacramento Bee,
May 5, 2000). Following their defeat in the 2008 passage of California’s Proposition 8, homosexual
activists began a campaign to punish Christians and churches. “Burn their f---ing churches to the
ground, and then tax the charred timbers,” wrote one activist. “I'm going to give them something to
be f---ing scared of. … I'm a radical who is now on a mission to make them all pay for what they've
done,” promised another one (“‘Gay’ threats target Christians over same-sex ‘marriage’ ban,”
WorldNetDaily, November 5, 2008).
We are all-too-painfully aware of the homosexual problems in the Catholic church. Despite
the liberal media’s attempt to paint the continuing sex-abuse scandals as pedophilia, the age of the
victims -- 12-17 years -- belies this characterization. Pedophilia involves prepubescent children. The
offense of the accused Catholic clergy is in fact pederasty, the same form of adult/teen male
homosexuality practiced by the ancient Greeks.
Psychotherapist Richard Sipe, a laicized Catholic priest and acknowledged expert on sex
abuse in the church says that at least 20% of priests are homosexuals; of those, many are organized in
a powerful secret network he calls the “lavender mafia” (Dreher, Rod, “The Gay Question,” National
Review, April 22, 2002), Sipe is not alone in this assessment. In his book Goodbye! Good Men, Michael
S. Rose describes a highly organized and militant homo-fascist network of active Catholic “gays” who
punish anyone who opposes them. (Rose, Michael S., Goodbye! Good Men, 2002, Regnery Press).
Perhaps the most succinct summary of the perspective of conservative Catholics is the title of a
document prepared by the lay organization Roman Catholic Faithful (RCF). It reads “The Homosexual Network’s Death-Grip on the Roman Catholic Church.” RCF was the first group to expose St.
Sebastian’s Angels, an international coalition of in-the-closet active homosexual priests. Open
advocacy of the homosexual lifestyle is carried out in the Catholic church by a group called Dignity.
Even Judaism, whose anti-homosexual traditions run very deep, has not been immune to the
persuasive power of “gay” activists. On March 29, 2000, the most liberal branch of Judaism, the
Reform faction, voted to allow rabbis to bless same-sex unions in Jewish marriage rituals. Openly
homosexual Reform rabbis have been allowed since 1990 (“Presbyterian leaders keep ordination ban
on noncelibate gays,” The Orange County Register, June 26, 1999). Conservative Judaism resisted
longer but a 2003 article in the Jewish Telegraphic Agency stated that the president of the 800congregation-strong United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism intends to ask the Rabbinical Assembly (the legislative body of Conservative Jewish congregations) to reconsider whether homosexuality
can be accepted under Jewish religious law. The article was titled “Conservatives may rethink stance
on gays, but change won’t be quick.” But change was quick The Jewish Theological Seminary, called
the intellectual and spiritual center of Conservative Judaism by The New York Times, announced on
March 26, 2007 that it would begin accepting openly gay and lesbian candidates into its rabbinical and
cantorial schools (“Conservative Jewish Seminary Will Accept Gay Students, The New York Times,
March 27, 2007).
On a hopeful note, a conservative backlash known as the Confessing Church Movement has been
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building in the “mainline” religious community. A collection of articles on this topic was published
in the April/May 2002 issue of The American Enterprise under the title “Back Toward Orthodoxy.” In
these articles, the “Good News” movement of the United Methodist church (which led the counterattack against “gay marriage” proponents) was credited with reversing a 30-year decline in church
membership. Similarly, a strong stand against homosexuality was associated with recent resurgence
of the Southern Baptists. In the Presbyterian Church USA, Confessing Church affiliation had grown
to 1,000 congregations by June of 2001 ( Talk of Presbyterian Split Grows,” Christianity Today,
December 3, 2001), a trend which helped that denomination stop a homosexual ordination
amendment that year, and again in 2002 by an even larger margin.
Even the Episcopal church has seen an anti-homosexuality backlash, with a small but growing
number of churches forming chapters of a pro-family organization called Episcopalians United. And
the church’s international once-in-a-decade Lambeth Conference in July of 2008 was boycotted by
200 bishops (“Anglicans meet as schism threat looms,” Associated Press, July 16, 2008).
The Catholic backlash may be more pronounced over time, given the degree to which the
church has suffered for tolerating homosexuality. In May of 2002, a spokesman for Pope John Paul II
responded to the homosexual scandals by saying that “gays” should not be ordained (“Catholic Church
openly debates gay-priest issue,” Associated Press, May 24, 2002. Philadelphia Cardinal Anthony
Bevilacqua has declared that he tries to screen out “gay” clergy, calling homosexuality “a moral evil”
(ibid.). The natural consequences of homosexual conduct may speed the process of change, since a
high percentage of homosexual priests have AIDS; so many that Catholic priests as a group are dying
of the disease at four times the rate of the general population ( Thomas, Judy L., “A Church’s
Challenge, Catholic priests are dying of AIDS, often in silence,” The Kansas City Star, January 30,
2000). The church has since instituted measures to screen out homosexual seminary candidates
(“Vatican Encourages Psychological Testing to Prevent Homosexual Priesthood,” Life Site News,
October 30, 2008.
Still, the pro-family response may be too little, too late for some denominations. While the
conservative Presbyterians seem to have regained control of their national assembly, a sizable liberal
minority threatens to bolt from the denomination. (“Talk of Presbyterian Split Grows,” Christianity
Today, December, 3 2001). In 2006 a Presbyterian pastor faced disciplinary action for blessing a
lesbian union (“Presbyterian Minister Faces Trial Over Same-Sex Unions,” Faithstreams.com, September 15, 2006); by 2008, however, delegates at a Presbyterian Church (USA) conference “voted
54 percent to 46 percent to remove a clause in their constitution that requires clergy to be either
married and faithful or single and chaste” (“Presbyterians move to allow gay clergy, but fight
remains,” Religion News, July 1, 2008).
And while opposition is rising in the Episcopal church, the highly organized homosexual
faction called Integrity noted in its publication of the same name that recent resolutions authorizing
the blessing of same-sex unions were only narrowly defeated: “Deputations that were divided in
2000, and bishops who abstained, especially need to be nudged...You may want to arrange a
‘listening session’ between Integrity members...and bishops in your diocese” (“Talk to Your Deputies
and Bishops About Same-Sex Blessings!” Voice of Integrity, Summer/Fall 2002). In 2007, the church
“reaffirmed its position that homosexual members are an ‘integral part’ of the American church body”
(“Episcopal Council Reaffirms Homosexual Stance,” The Christian Post, March 5, 2007.
Members of conservative denominations (those affirming the inerrancy and integrity of the
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Bible) might be tempted to shrug off the homosexual infiltration of mainline churches as “their
problem,” but that would be a grave mistake. We must keep in mind Kirk and Pill’s political
blueprint. Homosexuals seek power within the liberal churches to exploit the resources and
credibility of those institutions in the ongoing campaign against the Bible-believing churches and
other Judeo-Christian institutions. A typical example of this was an October, 2000 threat by the
General Board of the Church and Society of the United Methodists to the Boy Scouts of America.
The Methodists told BSA that its policy against homosexual scoutmasters could cause the youth
organization to be denied the use of church property ( Family Research Institute Newsletter, December,
2000).
More serious has been the emergence of a multi-denominational pro-homosexual movement
that directly challenges the Bible-believing church. The author has personally witnessed numerous
instances in which groups of pro-homosexual clergy have banded together in ad hoc groups to help
advance the homosexual agenda. Typically, this takes the form of mass-endorsement of the homosexual position in newspaper advertisements or giving pro-homosexual testimony at meetings of local
government bodies. Increasingly, pro-homosexual clergy outnumber conservative clergy in these
contests.
Clergy United for the Equality of Homosexuals (CUEH) is one organization that has taken an
aggressively proactive approach to promoting homosexuality both in the church and the larger
society. The following description is drawn from CUEH’s own materials:
[CUEH] calls the Christian churches and their clergy to recognize the plight of the
victims of the last remaining respectable bigotry in America, homophobia, and challenges them to redress this wrong for which Christians are largely responsible. By
thorough biblical examination, sharing the most current research on homosexuality,
and encouraging clergy and congregations to engage in and address the issues of homophobia, CUEH will provide support and successful strategies to pastors, lay leaders, judicatory officers and the public.
Homophobia is, of course, the pejorative term invented by the “gay” movement to define all
disapproval of homosexuality as a form of mental illness rooted in irrational fear and hatred of
homosexuals.
To further its agenda, CUEH director Rev. Steven Kindle held a seminar at the First
Congregational Church in Santa Barbara, California in November of 2002. The seminar was titled,
ironically, “Beyond the Bible and Homosexuality.” Kindle’s explicit goal was to “help stop spiritual
and physical violence against gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered people.”
Here we see just how far the “divide and conquer” tactic has evolved: ostensibly nonhomosexual Christian clergymen have moved well beyond the mere affirmation of the “gay” lifestyle
and have assumed a posture of moral outrage against those who dare to assert the plain Biblical truth
about homosexual sin. Moreover, they expressly blame Christian teaching for violence against
homosexuals in society.
While Kindle’s position by no means constitutes the majority one in the American church, it
would be foolish to ignore it in light of the trend we have exposed in this article. We are likely to
see an increase in activism of this type, with an increasing impact on conservative churches. We find
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one example in the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, whose St. Paul, Minnesota Bishop,
Mark Hanson, censured but did not expel a local congregation that ordained an openly lesbian
woman as pastor in 2001 (See www.religoustolerance.org/hom_elca.htm).
An entire once-conservative denomination has already succumbed to “gay” seduction. The
following quotation is taken from the 2000-2002 Biennial Report of the Brethren Mennonite Council
(BMC), based in Minnesota. The writer is BMC President, Al Hoffman.
In the past two years, BMC has witnessed an unprecedented number of events in the
Mennonite and Brethren worlds where glbt [“gay,” lesbian, bisexual and transgendered] people, supporters and supportive congregations have claimed their place as
full citizens in God’s reign. The Student Government Association of Eastern Mennonite University passed a motion to grant official club status to “A Safe Place,” an
organization with a mission to create a space for discussion on sexuality issues. The
Association of Brethren Caregivers, an agency of the Church of the Brethren, hired
Former BMC Board President, Ralph McFadden. Brave in the face of retributions,
Germantown Mennonite Church joyfully ordained our gay brother, David Weaver,
to chaplaincy ministry. One of our SCN Publicly Affirming congregations, Manchester Church of the Brethren, provided prophetic, visible leadership within the
church of the Brethren by voting to offer same-sex commitment ceremonies. A Canadian pastor has come out as lesbian and is receiving strong support. The Michigan
district of the Church of the Brethren has ordained Matt Smucker, a former BMC
board member. Peace Church of the Brethren in Portland, Oregon called Kirby
Lauderdale, an out gay man, as their pastor. Illinois Mennonite Conference apologized to Oak Park Mennonite church and Maple Avenue Mennonite church for its
earlier censure of them for their inclusive ministry. BMC is connecting with more
and more young people who are coming out at our denominational schools and in
congregations. There is an unstoppable movement of the Spirit happening across
BMC’s midst.
Finally, lest anyone think that peaceful co-existence with pro-homosexual Christian factions
is possible, consider the fate of Mrs. Fisher, an 83-year-old member of Immanuel United Church of
Christ in West Bend, Wisconsin. Mrs. Fisher, along with an 88-year-old co-conspirator and twelve
other long-time members of this “progressive” congregation, were legally expelled from membership
for opposing the pastor’s efforts to make the church more pro-homosexual. To exacerbate the insult,
the expulsion notices were delivered shortly before Christmas. In its own defense, the church issued
a glib statement that while most church members understand that times have changed, “there is
another group that would like to identify this as 1952” (“Church becomes a house divided,” JSOnline,
Milwaukie Journal Sentinel, January 19, 2003).
How can the rest of the church escape being poisoned by “gay” activism? The only antidote
is clear teaching from the pulpit on the subject of homosexuality.
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Church Neutralization Tactic #2: Directly Compete for Moral Authority
The “gay Christian” movement started by Perry in 1968 has come of age. An Internet search
using this term produced about 10,000 hits in 2003, but over 230,000 in 2008. In addition to the 250
congregation MCC, there are several other homosexual denominations: the Alliance of Christian
Churches, The Evangelical Network Churches, the National Gay Pentecostal Alliance and Agape
Churches of America.
At the root of all of these is the package of twisted rationalizations called gay theology,
invented for the purpose of challenging the moral and doctrinal authority of the Bible-believing
church. Dallas writes,
To convince conservative Christians that God condones homosexuality, the gay
Christian movement needed a rebuttal, in conservative terms, to the traditional biblical
view. Ignoring the bible would hardly be acceptable; attacking its authority would
be even worse. For the gay Christian movement to convince its toughest critics, it
needed to affirm the bible as the ultimate authority and prove that the ultimate authority did not condemn homosexuality (Dallas, p.86, emphasis in original).
The landmark effort to justify homosexuality Biblically was the award-winning 1981 book
Christianity, Social Tolerance, and Homosexuality by John Boswell. Tellingly, Boswell was himself
homosexual and died of AIDS in 1994 (Pennington, Sylvia, Ex-Gays? There are None!, 1989, Hawthorne, p. 161). His ideas have been amplified by others, but the two persistent central arguments
of “gay theology” are both contained in Boswell’s work. These are 1) that most scriptural passages
addressing homosexuality have been misinterpreted to condemn behavior that is not condemned by
God, and 2) that the few actual proscriptions against homosexuality were merely elements of the Old
Testament Jewish ritual cleansing and purity laws that are no longer in effect.
To those lacking a reasonably close familiarity with the Bible (a group that includes most
non-Christians and a sizable percentage of church-goers), the pro-homosexual arguments have
proven highly persuasive. People are quick to agree with the proposition that much of the Bible is
subject to broadly different interpretations. It is a small step from there to entertaining “gay
theology” as a possibly valid alternative perspective to traditional views. Add to this an emotional
suspicion of “fundamentalism” born of years of anti-Christian rhetoric in the media and popular
culture, and it is easy to see why “gay theology” has attracted its adherents. Only those willing to
challenge the pro-“gay” arguments themselves will understand just how specious they are.
Fortunately, that work has been done by some highly qualified Bible scholars. Dr. James De
Young is a professor of New Testament Language and Literature at Western Seminary in Portland,
Oregon. In 2000, he published Homosexuality: Contemporary Claims Examined in Light of the Bible and
Other Ancient Literature and Law. All of the numerous and complicated elements of gay theology are
addressed in this nearly-400-page volume.
De Young’s scholarship is impeccable, but truth has never been a deterrent to the “gay”
movement. Indeed, Boswell’s fatally flawed arguments are still adopted practically verbatim by
activists like Kindle. For example, Kindle parrots Boswell’s assertion that the sin for which Sodom
and Gomorrah were destroyed was not homosexuality but “inhospitality.” He claims that the early
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rabbis never associated homosexuality with the sin of Sodom and that the entire story is better
explained by studying the Middle Eastern cultural value of hospitality. He places the greatest
emphasis on supposed problems of interpretation from the original Hebrew, resting his case on the
fact the Hebrew word for “to know” (i.e. when the Sodomites demanded that Lot “send out the men
that we may know them”) only implies sexual activity 10 of the 943 times that it is used in Scripture.
That word, yada, is most often used to mean (roughly) “discover what they’re here for.” This appears
to be a plausible alternative to the traditional view, and one that is difficult for the untrained
layperson to dispute.
That argument is quickly dispatched by De Young.
What Boswell and others neglect to discern is that each of those ten instances is
identified as sexual knowledge by context. When a word can have more than one
meaning, context, not frequency, is the crucial factor. Word frequency only enables one to weigh the likelihood of meaning or to consider the range of possible
meaning when the context is unclear.... [In context] a sexual sense in [this verse] is
virtually certain (De Young, James B., Homosexuality: Contemporary Claims Examined in
Light of the Bible and Other Ancient Literature and Law, 2000, Kregel Publications, p.
33f ).
De Young elsewhere summarizes his refutation of several other of Boswell’s points.
Homosexuality violates the creation order and patterns for male and female roles
and for marriage (Genesis 1-2). It arises from the same internal rebellion as did the
fall recorded in Genesis 3....Jewish tradition expressed in the Apocrypha and
Pseudepigrapha, the LXX, the Mishnah, and the writings of Philo and Josephus condemns homosexuality, Jewish sources do not distinguish between homosexual acts
that are ritually impure and homosexual acts that are morally wrong...(ibid. p. 61).
Throughout Scripture, condemnation of homosexuality is consistent, universal and
absolute. The text never suggests that it condemns some specific form of homosexuality while it tolerates or accepts other forms. For example, it was not for homosexual rape alone that Sodom was judged; the attempt on the angels confirmed
God’s decision to deal with the larger pattern of degradation....Nor does any other
text restrict the condemnation. The prohibition of Deuteronomy 23 applies beyond
male cult prostitution (as does Leviticus 18 and 20; 1 Kings 14:24; 15:20; 22:46; 2
Kings 23:7; 1 Cor. 6:9; and 1 Tim. 1:8-10). New Testament teaching in Romans
1:26-27 cannot be made to fit only pederasty or any other specific perverse act,
such as the abandonment of one’s “natural” sexual orientation. In Paul’s thinking,
both the passive (malakoi) and active (arsenokoitai) homosexual partners are outside
the kingdom of God (1 Cor. 6:9) (ibid., p. 154).
The revisionists’ claim that homosexuality was condoned or approved by early rabbinical
authorities is strongly refuted by modern Jewish scholars. Rabbis Marc Angel, Hillel Goldberg and
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Pinchas Stopler addressed this question in their joint article in the Winter, 1992-93 edition of Jewish
Action Magazine (quoted at greater length in the previous chapter). Their summation serves also as a
rebuke to pro-homosexual advocates in the Jewish Reform and Conservative movements:
The idea, set forth by some of the non-Orthodox leadership, that the Torah prohibited only coercive and non-loving same-sex relationships, thus allowing for a contemporary, voluntary and loving same-sex relationship, is wholly without basis in a
single piece of Jewish sacred literature written in the last 3,000 years.
A premise of “gay theology” that also underlies nearly all other forms of pro-homosexual
argument is the idea that homosexuality is innate and unchangeable. Kindle’s seminar materials, for
example, include a document entitled GLBT Realities. Among these “realities” are the assertions
“One’s sexuality is not a choice or preference: It is a given,” and “Virtually all psychologists,
psychiatrists, and psychoanalysts view sexual orientation as unchangeable.” A thorough Christian
rebuttal to these assertions may be found in Chapter 8.
It is not enough to point out that God did not create people to have no control over conduct
which he condemns. The church must educate itself on the nature and causes of homosexuality
because these matters go to the heart of the issue in the minds of those who accept “gay” theology.
Generally, these people are pro-“gay” because they believe homosexuals are “born that way” and
therefore that it is simply unfair to force them to conform to the heterosexual norm.
It is also helpful to recognize the role of childhood sexual abuse in the lives of those who, as
adults, claim an innate homosexual orientation. For example, UFMCC founder Troy Perry was, like
my friend Sonny, raped as a child by an adult man. The act was arranged by his violently abusive
stepfather to punish 13-year-old Troy for having come to his mother’s defense. Ironically, he includes
this incident in his defense of “gay Christianity,” The Lord is My Shepherd and He Knows I’m Gay (Nash
Publishing, 1972).
Ignoring “gay” theology is not an option, especially if we wish to obey the Lord’s commandment to love our neighbor. Joe Dallas writes
The body of Christ will suffer immeasurably because sound doctrine – and even the
Bible itself – will have to be taken less seriously if pro-gay theology is widely accepted. You simply cannot tamper with one part of Scripture...without dismantling its
authority in general....Gay author and minister Mel White (formerly of Fuller
Theological Seminary), for example, describes his first homosexual encounter
(which he engaged in while he was still married) as “inevitable.” He describes his
partner in adultery/homosexuality as “one of God’s gifts.” Troy Perry...takes a
similar view of a similar experience. Recounting a tryst he had with another man
(while his own wife was in the next room), he recalls: Eventually, I came to realize
that what we were doing seemed right for me. It stopped short of being love, but
was a marvelous education.” Adultery described as “right” and as “a marvelous education”? ....Can such low moral standards among people naming the name of Christ
reflect anything but a diminished view of Scripture?
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If “gay” theology fosters moral degeneracy in individuals, can it avoid having this effect on
the church as a whole? An ex-“gay” friend told me he had participated in hot-tub and cocaine orgies
with high-ranking “gay Christian” leaders. Sado-masochism is also practiced in “gay” churches. The
following is an excerpt from an August 14, 2002 article at www.cwfa.org titled Veterans Administration Approves Chaplains from Homosexual ‘Church’ by Allyson Smith.
Some MCC congregations regularly sponsor sadomasochistic workshops. For at least three
years, the MCC in San Diego has hosted S&M discussions and demonstrations for sexual
deviants, including the Gay Leathermen Only and Club X groups...In 1999, MCC San Diego hosted a “Fisting for Beginners” workshop for gay leathermen....In 2000, the church
again lent its meeting hall to the gay leathermen for a “Whipping 101” workshop...Another
Club X workshop held at MCC San Diego was “S&M 101” ....The church also sponsored a
“Leather Swap Meet” where participants were advised to “Bring your Leather, or toys,
cleaned & ready to sell, trade, swap, or give to that someone special. This will be happening inside the meeting hall, the MCC has asked us NOT TO speak to [sic] loudly, or display
or show off things out in the patio area, or anywhere in public view.... Please remember
that there are other events that happen at MCC while we are there, & that this is a church.”

In Chicago, the February 2000 newsletter of the Catholic Communications Ministry Inc. (a
group of homosexual priests, nuns and religious laypersons) advertised a “retreat and workshop...for
men seeking skills and experience in giving and receiving anal touch for healing and/or pleasure.”
There is also the question of the church’s moral leadership in society. Dr. De Young writes.
If religion has a direct effect on morality, and morality, in turn, has a direct effect on
law or legislation, then the new interpretations of Scripture have serious consequences for society, and we must answer them. Religious grounds derived from
Scripture have influenced sexual behavior in the West more fully than has any other
influence. Christians cannot abandon the implications that their theology has for
public morality and legislation. They must speak to the legitimacy of homosexuality
and its effects on morality and law within and without the church.

Church Neutralization Tactic # 3: Infiltrate and Sabotage
A final area of focus is the infiltration of the Bible-believing church by militant activists.
Those who have never experienced political conflict with the "gay" movement may not appreciate
the seriousness of this problem. Having devoted nearly twenty years to the defense of the natural
family, the writer can attest to both the determination and the guile of "gay" activists -- for whom
the end truly justifies any means. During my years with Oregon Citizens Alliance I was subjected to
a continuous barrage of "dirty tricks" that included bomb threats, theft and defacement of petitions,
death threats, mail and phone tampering, lawsuits, vandalism, and more (the attacks stopped when I
became a lawyer). The tactics of church infiltrators are more subtle, but no less desperate.
The leading figure in the effort to overthrow the Bible-believing church is Mel White, former
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ghostwriter for both Jerry Falwell and Billy Graham. After coming out of the closet into open
homosexual status in 1994, White founded the organization of militant "gay Christians" called
Soulforce as a vehicle to attack the church. "Mel White's two primary messages," writes Joe Dallas,
"are...The Religious Right is homophobic and must be stopped, and anyone promoting the idea that
homosexuality can be overcome must be silenced" (Dallas, p. 94).
That effort to stop and/or silence the church includes both overt and covert means. "We
have gone underground and we have people in every one of the Religious Right's organizations"
[including churches],” brags White on his website, www.soulforce.org. He further boasts
For decades we have played their organs, led their choirs, taught their classes, and
filled their pews. We are their pastors and priests, their deacons, trustees, Sunday
School teachers and superintendents....[Now we are taking action to end] our own
oppression [and] reclaim our dignity [through] carefully planned acts of nonviolent
dissent (ibid.).
What actions are these in-the-closet homosexual activists taking in the church? We can only
guess. Yet, considering the lengths to which their out-of-the-closet comrades will go, we know we
should be concerned.
In 1996 I was a guest speaker at Pastor Ron Greer’s church in Madison, Wisconsin. Pastor
Greer is the African-American fireman who made national news when he was kicked off the city fire
department for speaking negatively about homosexuality on the job. My visit occurred while he was
still struggling to keep his job. When we arrived at his small church for our evening program, the
building was already surrounded by more than 400 “gay” radicals. When the door was unlocked by
Pastor Greer, a large contingent of homosexual activists (mostly lesbians) shoved to the head of the
line and pushed their way into the church. Within minutes they had taken control of the sanctuary
and refused to allow the meeting to proceed. For over an hour these “gay” militants staged a
profanity-laced demonstration inside the church while others ringing the building pounded on the
walls and windows with rocks and trash can lids, chanting, “Crush the Christians! Bring Back the
Lions!” In the end, police intervention was obtained to stop the demonstration and I was allowed to
make my presentation.
In a similar manner, Soulforce specializes in pressuring the church with acts of civil disobedience. On June 11, 2002 a group of 200 Soulforce activists invaded the Southern Baptist Convention.
As the denomination’s president, the Rev. James Merritt, began his annual address,
demonstrators rose from their seats one or two at a time and walked the aisles, yelling to the more than 8,700 Southern Baptists seated on the bleachers and the
floor...over and over: ‘Jesus loves your Gay children’, Stop the suffering’, ‘Stop
killing us’, and ‘God loves all of us.’....the demonstrations continued during his
speech (“Gay rights protesters arrested at Southern Baptist convention,” St. Louis Post
Dispatch, 6-11-02).
A protest by “gay” activists at the United Methodist Convention in 2000 achieved similar
success in temporarily shutting down legislative proceedings (“Holding the Middle Ground,” ChristiRedeeming the Rainbow 32

anity Today, June 12, 2000).
The pressure to abandon Biblical integrity is also being applied to individual churches. In
September of 2002, White and his partner Gary Nixon leased a house across the street from the late
Jerry Falwell's Thomas Road Baptist Church in Lynchburg, Virginia. “Their quest,” wrote Rev.
Falwell, “is to compel our church members and me to alter our biblical stance that homosexuality is
a sinful lifestyle. These men accuse me of endorsing ‘spiritual violence’ [even though] our church
routinely ministers to homosexuals in the same manner we reach out to all sinners (“An unfolding
tragedy,” WorldNetDaily.com, 9/21/2002). White ignored a call to repentance and responded with
“[p]lans for...a march for equality around Lynchburg; a display of untruths uttered by Falwell
answered by truths from mental health professionals, scientists, and Bible scholars; and trainings in
non-violent civil disobedience” (see www.soulforce.org).
The new militancy of the “gay Christian” movement is likely to increase, following a trend
that began in the late 1960s. Dallas identifies three stages of development of this trend in the
changing message of the “gay church”: “1) ‘God loves us too’ (1969-1976), 2) ‘Not only does God
love us, but He also approves of our being gay’ (1976-1979), [and] 3) ‘Anyone saying we can’t be gay
and Christian must be stopped.’ (1980-present)” (Dallas, p.95).
Wherever homosexuals have gained sufficient power, Christians are indeed being stopped,
primarily through “hate crime” laws. The following examples are drawn from an article by Robert
Knight in Family Voice.
* When Rev. Kristopher Okwedy of Staten Island, New York, purchased space on two billboards
to post a Biblical verse about homosexuality, he thought he was conveying the Word of God. But
public officials forced the billboard company to remove the verses. Reason: they conveyed “an
atmosphere of intolerance.”
* In Saskatchewan, Canada, a newspaper owner was hauled before the province’s Human Rights
Commission for running an ad that contained Bible verses dealing with homosexuality. Two mayors
in Ontario have faced personal fines for failing to declare “gay pride” events in their cities. Their
refusal to celebrate homosexuality showed “bigotry” toward homosexuals, the human rights commissions concluded.
* Canadian authorities warned Dr. James Dobson’s Focus on the Family, Dr. Jerry Falwell’s Old
Time Gospel Hour, and the Dr. Laura (Schlessinger) Show that they cannot broadcast unless they cut
any portions dealing with homosexuality. The Canadian broadcasting board cites Canada’s “hate
crime” law, in which it is illegal to speak of any group derogatorily. This also means that pastors
cannot read Bible verses on air regarding homosexuality, or they endanger the licenses of stations that
carry them.
* In San Francisco, city supervisors passed a resolution denouncing a Truth in Love ad campaign
by Concerned Women for America and other pro-family groups. It also urged local media not to run
the ads. The message—that Jesus can save homosexuals and help them leave homosexuality—was
said to be “full of lies” and causing “a marked increase in anti-gay violence.” One supervisor even
wrote a letter directly blaming pro-family groups for the beating death of Wyoming college student
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Matthew Sheppard (Knight, Robert H., “The Hate Crimes Agenda: An Attack on Faith,” Family Voice,
July/August 2001).

* As this book is being readied for publication the United States Senate is debating a new “hate
crimes” bill which would criminalizes speech that “induces” another person to commit a “hate
crime.” This would include pastors preaching about homosexuality from the Bible. (Scarborough,
Rick, “Senate letter calls for filibuster of 'hate crimes' bill,” WorldNetDaily, May 23. 2009.)
The greater the level of homosexual power, the more severe the punishment of Christians.
In Sweden, which has led the global march toward “gay” legitimization, an evangelical pastor served
a four-week jail sentence in 1998 for violating a Swedish anti-hate statute against "verbal violence"
toward homosexuals. His act of violence? He had preached a sermon about Sodom and Gomorrah
("Hate Literature Laws Sweep the U.S. and Other Western Democracies," The Christian World Report,
April, 1989, pg.1).

Responding Appropriately
Christians, especially pastors, must awake to the reality of “gay” politics and its implications
for the church.
1. The “gay” agenda is real. It is an evolving set of political objectives whose ultimate goal is the
supremacy of homosexuality and related sexual lifestyles in our society and culture. Sexual orientation
policies, domestic partnerships, hate crime laws, “gay” marriage, “gay” adoption, “gay” theology are
only steps toward a future homosexual-dominated social order.
2. Gay activists define their personal identity by their homosexual actions and desires, which causes
them to believe that advancing the “gay” agenda is a fight for their very lives.
3. The “gays’” emotional urgency about their agenda, combined with the sense (fostered by their
own propaganda) of being victims of severe injustice, allows them to justify virtually any political
tactic against those whom they perceive as their enemies and oppressors.
4. The most hated enemy of the “gay” movement is the Bible-believing Christian church, because the
Christian commitment to preserving God’s design for the family, and to opposing sexual sin, stands
as the final barrier to the legitimization of homosexuality.
5. Over the past 60 years in the United States the “gay” movement has achieved most of its political
objectives and has now set its sights on the church – the only major social institution that still stands
in its path to power.
6. “Peaceful coexistence” between the church and “gay” activists is not possible, since their respective
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logical presuppositions about sexual morality in society are contradictory and mutually-exclusive.
The cultural influence of one side must prevail; that of the other must diminish.
7. Failure of Bible-believing Christians to actively oppose the legitimization of homosexuality in the
church -- and to actively compete for influence in the larger society -- will result in the defeat and
plunder of the church by militant “gays.”
Students of history will recognize that the warning in item #7 is not mere hyperbole. The
church has suffered defeat and plunder in the past, most recently under the Nazis. (Not coincidentally, the Nazi political machine was dominated by homosexuals, a little-known fact that is well
documented in my first book, The Pink Swastika: Homosexuality in the Nazi Party)
The appropriate response to the homosexual seduction of the church is simply for genuine
Christians to speak the truth in love, in the pulpit and the public square. We must not shrink from
declaring open, unrepentant homosexuals to be non-Christians, despite the fact that we will be called
“haters.” We must assert and defend the Christian presupposition that God’s natural order for
mankind is heterosexual, monogamous marriage. In regard to the social controversies of the day
(e.g. “gay” adoption), we must inform ourselves of the facts and integrate the facts into our
recommendations to decision-makers. In the face of religious pluralism we must affirm the truth of
Christ and His unchanging Word. In short we must take leadership and we must do it now.
Every Bible-believing fellowship in America needs to confront the issue of homosexuality in
a manner that will empower believers to defend the faith against “gay theology.” This will also
protect each church fellowship from any “gay” political intrigues that might otherwise harm or split
the congregation. Yet this must be done in wisdom, realizing the importance of distinguishing “gay”
militants from non-activist homosexuals who may be genuine truth-seekers in the church.
Optimally, the message of the church to homosexuals should be one of hope and healing
through the love of Christ, manifested through the lives and ministry of church members. As noted
in a September 4, 2000 editorial in Christianity Today, this is an unrealized ideal in much of the church
today:
Churches have much work ahead to become places of hospitality and pastoral care
for homosexual Christians. Something is deeply wrong if a Christian suffers ostracism after admitting to struggles with same-sex attraction. A willful refusal to repent of sin is one matter; confessing to temptation is entirely another.
Frankly, the churches most protected from “gay” activism are not those which preach an “us
versus them” doctrine, but those which actively minister to recovering homosexuals. Indeed, the
ex-“gays” in these congregations tend to serve as “spiritual antibodies” against the invasion of
unrecovered “gays” who would seek to harm the church. Their presence is also a shining witness to
the redemptive power of Jesus Christ.
We can all learn from the experience of my ex-“gay” friend Sonny. When his partner died of
AIDS, Sonny was left alone to face the world and his own worsening physical condition. It was then
that he remembered a time early in his adolescence when he had been introduced to Jesus at a
Christian summer camp. The memory of that hopeful experience caused him to go back to church.
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Unfortunately, Sonny picked a lukewarm church, thinking it would be soft on homosexuality. After
a while he opened up to some members of the church and told them about his situation. Shortly
thereafter a major donor in the congregation, fearful of catching AIDS from Sonny’s presence in the
church, went to the pastor and told him that either Sonny was to be asked to leave or he himself
would leave the church. The pastor asked Sonny to leave.
At that time I was attending a “fundamentalist” church in Portland, Oregon which the
homosexuals hated for its devotion to Scripture, including that on homosexuality. Somehow Sonny
found his way there. I heard the story about Sonny and the lukewarm church from my own pastor.
He told it from the pulpit one Sunday morning to the entire congregation (without identifying Sonny
by name) and announced that he had invited Sonny to join our church and that anyone who had fears
about AIDS could meet with him and a health worker to receive information and resources. The
pastor received a spontaneous outpouring of applause and as I sat there clapping I determined that I
would seek out this man and befriend him.
Little did I know that Sonny had been sitting directly behind me every Sunday for several
weeks, silently hating me because I was the spokesman for the Christian pro-family organization
Oregon Citizens Alliance. I was a man whom he believed hated him out of bigotry, because that is
what he had been told by Oregon’s “gay” leaders.
Some weeks later I bumped into Sonny in the courtyard of the church and instantly realized
that he was the man whom the pastor had described. Within the first ten minutes of our conversation
he told me that he was about to lose both his home and his job. He was being fired from his post as
the manager of a “gay” apartment complex because he had become a Christian and renounced
homosexuality. I remember hearing myself invite him to live with my family if we could find a house
that would accommodate us both. Even then I knew it must have been the Holy Spirit speaking
through me because I was so surprised to hear myself say it. However, the Lord miraculously
provided the living arrangements, clearly confirming that we were in His will.
Sonny’s story embodies the three primary ways that churches respond to the “gay” agenda.
The homosexuals who turned Sonny out of his house and job because he renounced homosexuality
are like the “pro-gay church,” which will always act to silence genuine Christians, no matter how
much harm results. The lukewarm church which seemed soft on homosexuality (because it failed to
teach sound doctrine on the issue) is like the majority of mainline and conservative churches in
America today. They help neither the hurting homosexual nor the misguided Christians in their
pews. The fellowship that both Sonny and I attended is representative of the healthy church in
America today: compassionate toward same-sex strugglers like Sonny, yet fully committed to the
active teaching of Biblical truth about homosexuality.
To which type of church do you give your allegiance?
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